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Xos launcher 2020 mod apk

XOS Launcher is a very customizable smart beauty and so cool. *Feed on zero screen Get trendy news and games *Smart scene discover hits wisely and push regularly *Discover suggested wallpapers and games on top of your day * Click rolling effects to get the scrolling effect of different icons * More interesting
functions with one click on font preview &amp; freezer &amp; theme...... Continue... About XOS Launcher XOS is an Infinix project brought to you. Learn more about XOS at: if you have any questions or suggestions please share them with us! Loading.. This can take up to 2 minutes, depending on the file size. Xos
Launcher 2020 apk Many people like to change their mobile display and use a small change. This app makes your mobile phone capable of looking new. Xos Launcher 2020 can provide you how to bring a small screen and features Xos Launcher can provide Samsung features. By installing this app, many new features
are visible on a mobile device. In this application, we can activate the screen of our choice and if you want to run small and small, you can also be smashed with a small screen. By doing so, you should swipe the screen sometimes up and sometimes down to the left and sometimes to the right to adjust all of these
features. After you install this app on your mobile device, you will get your mobile in a new version after a particular version of this app arrives differently. Apex Launcher is very easy to use in all special Xos Launcher Pro Apk 2020 features. It is used as it is called a common mobile phone. Xos Launcher apk its graphics
can be modified after any view. We use it the same way as a shared phone, but it has a slightly different version. Xos Launcher APK provides good display and features. There are many more functions in this, we can put the installation. What's new... what's new? In its new version, now this system has also arrived so
we can change the old version. How to install the Xos 2020 launcher. If you want to download Xos Launcher apk on mobile then go play shop if you want to download Xos Launcher on your PC then first download apk browser. After installing the software you can play as a more fun portable play launcher apk games on
Android mobile only. If you have any questions about this article, please tell me in the comments box on Xos Launcher Apk. Download Download v4.0.28 4.0.00 7.0.4 / October 15, 2020 cloud_download Download APK File (18.2 MB) Description XOS Launcher is highly customizable, Smart, beauty and so cool.*Feed on
screen zero Get trendy news and games *Smart Scene Discovery hit songs smartly and push regularly *DiscoveryFeatured top wallpapers and games for your day * Rolling effects Click to get the scroll effect of different icons * More interesting functions in one click preview of font &amp; theme...... Continue... About XOS
XOS לע ףסונ  עדימל  .םכלא  אבוהש  סקיניפניא  טקיורפ  אוה   XOS ונתיא ןתוא  ףתש  אנא  םיאשונ , וא  תולאשת  שי  םא  תבותכב : ! App Information XOS Launcher(2020)- Customized,Cool,Stylish App Name XOS Launcher(2020)- Customized,Cool,Stylish Package Name com.transsion.XOSLauncher Updated October 15, 2020 File Size
18M Requires Android Android 5.0 and up Version 7.0.4 Developer Shalltry Group Installs 50,000,000+ Price Free Category Personalization Developer Google Play Link Google Play Link XOS Launcher(2020)- Customized,Cool,Stylish Version History Select XOS Launcher(2020)- Customized,Cool,Stylish Version :
Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly Bean, API: 17) Tested on: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow, API: 23) File Sha1: 9bcdd6f0c4eb5f8fb0f50e21ee122e9ea62ee14e APK Signature: f59b6a531d5bbbbc0ed9d2ac75782437ca9ae391 Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly Bean, API: 17) Tested on: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow,
API: 23) File Sha1: 87a44dfcc526662ea3a4b55ce79a3e9cd69f4185 APK Signature: f59b6a531d5bbbbc0ed9d2ac75782437ca9ae391 Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly Bean, API: 17) Tested on: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow , API: 23) File Sha1: 87a44dfcc526662ea3a4b55ce79a3e9cd69f4185 APK Signature:
f59b6a531d5bbbbc0ed9d2ac75782437ca9ae391 Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly Bean, API: 17) Tested on: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow, API: 23) File Sha1: 87a44dfcc526662ea3a4b55ce79a3e9cd69f4185 APK Signature: f59b6a531d5bbbbc0ed9d2ac75782437ca9ae391 Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly
Bean, API: 17) Tested on: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow, API: 23) File Sha1: 87a44dfcc526662ea3a4b55ce79a3e9cd69f4185 APK Signature: f59b6a531d5bbbbc0ed9d2ac75782437ca9ae391 Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly Bean, API: 17) Tested on: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow, API: 23) File Sha1:
87a44dfcc526662ea3a4b55ce79a3e9cd69f4185 APK Signature: f59b6a531d5bbbbc0ed9d2ac75782437ca9ae391 Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly Bean, API: 17) Tested on: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow, API: 23) File Sha1: 87a44dfcc526662ea3a4b55ce79a3e9cd69f4185 APK Signature:
f59b6a531d5bbbbc0ed9d2ac75782437ca9ae391 Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly Bean, API: 17) Tested on: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow, API: 23) File Sha1: 0815f6fc3942f998a9f7c329898395d72cbafa07 APK Signature: f59b6a531d5bbbbc0ed9d2ac75782437ca9ae391 Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly Bean,
API: 17) Tested on ולמשרמ  ) דיאורדנא 6.0  , API: 23) ץבוק  Sha1: 842ce25ce0ad75f5593eb7674f4ebc512891b094 תמיתח  APK: f59b6a531d5bbc0ed9d2ac7782437ca9ae391 יל תיעועש ג' + ) דיאורדנא 4.2 דיאורדנא : שרוד  , API: 17) טגונ  ) םדא 7.1 יומד  לע : קדבנ  , API: 25) ץבוק  Sha1:
497d6023e009b1467793e9cc8c04c81c4fd20e14 תמיתח  APK: f59b6a531d5bbc0ed9d2ac7782437ca9ae391 ימוג תיירכוס  + ) םדא 4.2 יומד  דיאורדנא : שרוד  , API: 17) טגונ  ) םדא 7.1 יומד  לע : קדבנ  , API: 25) ץבוק  Sha1: 497d6023e009b14679309cc8c04c81c4fd20e14 תמיתח  APK: Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly Bean,
API: 17) Tested on: Android 7.1 (Nougat, API: 25) File Sha1: 497d6023e009b1467793e9cc8c04c81c4fd20e14 APK Signature: f59b6a531d5bbbbc0ed9d2ac75782437ca9ae391 Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly Bean, API: 17) Tested on: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow, API: 23) File Sha1:
df823d621c28420bd12f2573e1ccaddd57859b34 APK Signature: f59b6a531d5bbbbc0ed9d2ac75782437ca9ae391 Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly Bean, API: 17) Tested on: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow, API: 23) File Sha1: 55553d7d9693dec874a93d825d6c5178d3f7bd0d APK Signature:
f59b6a531d5bbbbc0ed9d2ac75782437ca9ae391 Requires Android: Android 4.2+ (Jelly Bean, API: 17) Tested on: Android 6.0 (Marshmallow, API: 23) File Sha1: e87256cc18b971b7a241d4d52be1f498bb2892de APK Signature: f59b6a531d5bbbbc0ed9d2ac75782437ca9ae391 XOS Launcher(2020)-
Customized,Cool,Stylish 7.0.4 APK XOS launcher is highly customizable, smart, beauty and so cool.*Feed on Zero Screen Get trending news and games *Smart SceneDiscover hit songs intelligently and push regularly *DiscoveryFeatured wallpapers and top games for your day *Rolling EffectsClick to get the scrolling
effect of various icons * MoreInteresting Functions One-Click Font Preview &amp; Freezer &amp;Theme...... Continue... About XOS Launcher XOS is an Infinix project brought to you. For more information about XOS at: if there are any questions or topics, please share them with us! XShare - Transfer and share all files
without data 2.9.6.002 APK 1000 million downloads worldwide ! X supports files in templates.     transfer in a flash, even without the network.  user: easy to use; Faster to share  speed and green speed: up to 50 M/s, faster than BluetoothNo Mobile 【 features】  no network needed to flash transfer -
don't need data and transfer large files at flash speed.  support for all Android devices and file types -Send unlimited large files - Send multiple files orfolders at once: apps, Images (PNG, JPG), music video (MP4,,, documents, pdf, zip etc.  resumes transfers-connection segment if transmission cessation rather
than worries starts over  very secureTransfer without fear of privacy leakage. send safe and secure files  infinite online videoHD &amp; selective videos, continuously updated.   DiscoverMore Fun More exciting games are now available! Have fun now!  supported camioly languages: English; French; Arabic;
Hindi; Russian; 【 guidelines】 make sure both devices install XShare and then manage the app. Move your app in two steps: 1. Select Files and click Send/Receive on your device 2. The receiver will scan the QR code to connect with sender 3. Tap to log in and send badly!   Thing's pretty easy! Try it
now! Note:XShare requests certain permissions but What resembles our functionality as it needs a location to help discover nearby users send and receive files. HiOS Launcher(2020)- Fast, smooth, stabilize 7.0.006.2 HiOS APK launcher is faster and easier. *Feed on zero screen Gettrending news and games *Smart
scene discover hit songsintelligently and push regularly *discover selected wallpapers and top games for your day * Click rolling effects to get the scrolling effect of different icons * More interesting functions in one click FontPreview &amp; Freezer &amp; Theme...... Continue... If you have any questions or suggestions
!Please share them with us, TECNO SPOT 2.0.1.0 APK this application provides all the features offered by Tecno Mobile Tecno Spot's official forum site in a simple, clean and direct way. Key features: 1. Account synchronized between websites and app 2. Reply and start new threads 3. Send and read private messages
4. Get notified from forum 5. Sign up for articles or threads you like 6. Post your last status 7. Stay in touch with your friends master phone – Master Junk Cleaner, Cool Battery 3.7.7.0002 APK Best Phone Manager to control clean! Phone Manager - BESTchoiceto clean up junk files and master privacy, with
features:Applocker, Data Manager, Junk Cleaner for andorid, Speed Accelerator, CPU Refrigerator and Battery Saving Highlights:  Rating:4.4 7/ 5.0 ★ ★★ ★ ★  50million users worldwide ✅ All-in-one junk cleaner and guardprivacyNote: Five star ratings ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ says good/Excellent.Surprise ForUpdate 
scheduled antivirus  diverse festival theme a more foldable friendly message  more effective for saving empowerment and saving data  Why choose a master phone? ✅ with power: Cache Cleaner, Junk File Cleanup, PhoneMaster can fully improve your phone's performance. ✅ with multiple private shields to
protect the security of your phone. Master's core features ★: Sea Accelerator no longer an AutoPlay application in backend. PhoneMaster increases processing speed, is free of background redundant and saves battery. ️★ always feel slower and need more space when using your phone? BestPhone cleaner to
remove junk cache files, clean up storage, boost performance ★ Battery saver battery saver can analyze battery and is appointed to all apps drain power while not in use. Sleep mode to stop draining the battery and promote battery life. ★ CPUCooler Heat Cooling Processor by identifying and closing apps that are
expected to cause temperature increases. ★ App Locker can lock apps, photos, messages, and other private data with the password optern. You can easily protect your private information. Hide sensitive photos, videos, contacts, SMS apps, and commune by encrypting them. Give your secret protection as your best
kindergarten. ★ system data manager can set up a data plan for Every month and every dating circuit you want. A data manager can also view data usage for each app. Easily detect the data-hungry apps on your device. Make your mobile data usage easier and simpler. ★ clear Click all your phones on one screen.
Delete an unwanted image, video, audio, installation. ★FileMove is full of different types of files and can take a lot of phonememory memory. Move the large file one tap to free space. ------ and --------- ★ how does the phone manager clean up your life? Making your phone clean is our top priority. We have all the features
to help you improve your device. No more bust andfreeze.✔ clean cache – clear the system cache and cachejunk files of apps to regain space. ✔ the installation of clean apps- clean the APK installing apps ✔ uninstall from residual junk file cleanup from deleted apps; ★ How's your phone manager faster? Does your
phone's speed become slower by the day and even go away? Our phone accelerator will speed up your work and cool CPU temperature. ✔ to increase processing speed, haltunnecessary apps running in the background. Improves squirming management. ✔ analyzes CPU usage and detects overheating apps, and
immediately to cool your phone's temperature. Never make a phone call. ★ How does your phone manager help you control your phone? ✔ UseDataManager to set up a data usage plan, monitor the apps that use the data a lot, and get alerts before they tell you the data. ✔ battery can help you find out what's draining
your power. Turn off unsused apps that drain the battery. Your feedback always keeps us getting better with more and more cool features. If you like our Phone Master app, please rate us 5 ★★★★★ on GooglePlaystore. Follow onFacebook@ to keep up with our latest update, Promotions. Magic Font(2019)-Cool, Free,
Stylish 1.3.1.101 APK The best font installer andriod can change fonts on your phones, such as Tecno, Inifinix, a third-party phone with HiOSlauncher orXOS launcher. Key features: 1.20+ free fonts are available to find 2.Easy steps to customize your own font3. Support for 15+languages: French, Vietnamese, Spanish,
Portuguese, English, Turkish, German, Malay, Bengali, Tamil, Russian, Hindi, Arabic, Burmese, Thai Daily Weather APK The most accurate and reliable weather forecasts worldwide. Get real-time temperature updates and weather warnings. Fast wind track and get weather forecast at the current location, book for your
external plan. A real feeling and humidity tells you how the thaw really feels outside. DAILY WEATHER APK The most accurate and reliable weather forecasts around the world. Get real-time temperature updates and weather warnings. Fast wind track and get weather forecast at the current location, book for your
external plan. A real feeling and humidity tells you how the thaw really feels outside. C (20 Themes, backgrounds, do it hereby, smart, clean 3.11.44 APK phone launcher, which is fast, smart, clean, battery saver &amp; custom. With a featured and friendly interface, minimal battery consumption, fast mobile searches and
user interface customization, it protects your privacy from third parties and offers the ultimate personalized experience - customizing Android by providing free Android tmes and wallpapers with HD resolution every day! All this makes it different from other the best launchers for Android! Features- Fast and Simple:
Search, download, &amp; remove apps from interaction-friendly thesearch: A phone launcher that improves your interface in every detail- safe: Prime launch app protects your privacy from third parties. Fast- battery saver, clean junk files, and speed up your device with onetap- easily find, whatever you need, with the
quick-launch contact! Find, download, and uninstall all apps from the laucher search bar; SECURE- Hide apps and protect your privacy with hoax gestures that lock your apps;- passcode/template lock, iOS like screen lock; SMART- Unread Message Count Application- App Drawer: Smart Folder automatically organizes
your apps based on functions- launch center widget: smart widgets like quick cleaner, weather, news, search bar, etc. Customizable interface - Go to the theme store to personalize your phone. Thousands of classifiedstema, wallpapers and logo packages, including themes for Galaxy, Android 6.0, Windows 7, ios like
Screen, etc. - None of the app launchers for Android have a theme you're looking for? Create topics yourself with DIY! Combine wallpapers and icons with just 3 steps and share them with your friends!- Add three-dimensional effects and make your screen interaction more personalized;- Transparent screen effects;- and
more! Three-dimensional wallpapers and live wallpapers are right on the ceiling. Follow our updates! C what you like with this free launcher for Android 2017!- Be Tamar, we have thousands of free themes and wallpapers for Android, like themes for Android 6.0, Windows 7, Marshmallow, ios like Screen, etc.-they have
been tested and compatible with 99% of the main Android devices. They're perfect for Samsung Galaxy, Lenovo,Huawei, Alcatel, and any other!- You can be a designer and create your own theme using DIYThemer;- Customize your home screen, make your smartphone menu even more personalized, than you can do
with other app launchers for androidphone;- share your art with friends, let them use your designation;- This phone launcher for Android will help you know more about your phone, battery, and storage for its customization. Have you tried many of the best launchers for Android, but still not satisfied? Just give one chance



to transporter C, and you'll love it! Customize your phone now! It's available from Android2.3+. FAQ 1. How to hide and unhide installer apps? Stretch with two fingers Screens. For the first time, goSetting menu &gt; Password &gt; On + to select apps to be hidden. To unhide apps, enter Hide Interface in the steps above,
tap + and uncheck hidden apps.2. How do I find my hidden apps? Stretch the place with two fingers and enter a password.3. How do I find the Settings menu and other customization? Swipe up on the screens.4. How do I start a locker for this startup application? Swipe up on the main screen &gt; Preferences &gt;
Locker &gt; Open LockScreen5. How do I change wallpapers? Swipe up on the main screen and go change wallpapers/Tema6. How do I access app drawer menus? Go to the app menu &gt; Swipe up on the screen &gt; Your apps7. How do I use Emer? Click Theme &gt; Choose Wallpaper &gt; Choose Icons &gt;
Packing Theme. It's simplicity itself! Why is this one of the best launchers for an Android phone? Try it, and you know the answer! Contact us:Facebook: clauncherteam@gmail.com Evie Launcher APK is incredibly different — AndroidHeadlinesSay performance — 9to5Google shakes off the standard Android launcher
approach — GreenBotEvie helps you do what you want faster with radically simple home screen replacement. Evie 2.0 is here! Just in time for the holidays! Thank you for helping Evie become one of the fastest growing launchers of 2016!  you said you wanted the same beautiful and smooth home screen but with
more customization options. Listen! Only what's new:  A faster, more planned app drawer that supports both network sorting and list sorting  live wallpapers  home screen management  dock with custom network  unread tags  Folder redesign - faster, Unique, and compatible with your home screen network
widgets redesign - visualizations and organized by application  Backup and Restore - save your home screen and restore it on each person  double tap to lock in with fuller custom gesture support soon  removable icon labels We'll add more goodies in the coming weeks and months! Evie features:Quick
navigationChash any app from search or appdrawer alphabetically. Universal search within all your apps in one place. Find contacts, restaurants, movies, TV shows, musicians and more. Intuitive design will rebuild each feature. Folders that clearly show what's inside to customize your network and logo size. Custom
shortcutsCly click everything in the search results to create a shortcut on your home screen. Call my best friend, Directions Home, Uberto to work — each tap away. Customize Customize Customize layout, app icons, icon size, wallpaper. We're giving you the flexibility to make Evie yours. We're tired of apps treating
Android as an afterthought. Evieis was built by Android users for Android users. Join our family and help us make it your Androidphone home screen: Feedback you want to send directly? hello@evie.com Nova Launcher APK is highly customizable, performance driven, home screen irreplaceable! Nova Launcher is the
top launcher for modernAndroid, adopting full material design throughout. Nova Launcher replaces your home screen with one you control can customize. Change icons, layouts, animations, and more. For my money, Nova Launcher is the best of the AOSP style launches available on Android. --Android PoliceNova
Launcher has some very talented hands behind it --Our favorite Phandroid is Nova Launcher, which strikes a great perfect balance between stunning performance and high customization without getting too gimmicky and hard to use -- LifehackerChock full of features you won't find in the stock launcher, And highly
recommended comes --Android Central• Icon Themes - Find thousands of icon themes for NovaLauncher in the Play Store• Subnet location - Much greater control than standard launches, Nova Launcher allows you to photograph icons or widgets in the middle of desktop grid cells• Color controls - for labels, folders,
Unread tags, drawer tabs and backgrounds• Customizing the app drawer - Custom tabs, vertical or horizontal, custom effects• Improved widget drawer - App-grouped widgets makes it much faster to use• Scroll Endless – never far from your favorite loop page through the desktop or drawer continuously• Backup/restore -
Sophisticated backup/restore allows you to back up your desktop layout to launchers • Scroll dock - Create multiple docks and scroll through theirs • Widgets In the dock - place any widget in your dock, such as the a4x1 music player widget • Import Layout - No need to rebuild your desktop from scratch, Nova Launcher
can import from most popular bags. Including the one that came with your phone.• Fast – Nova Launcher is very optimized to make it work quickly and quietly, keeping animations smooth and allowing you to use your phone as quickly as you can move your fingers. Nova Launcher PrimeUnlock The following extras by
purchasing Nova Launcher Prime• Gestures - swipe, pinch, double tap and more on the home screen to open your favorite apps• Unread counts - never miss a message. Unread counting tags for hangouts, SMS, Gmail, and more using the TeslaUnread plugin• Custom contingency groups - Create new tabs or folders in
the Happ drawer• Hide apps - Keep an app drawer clean by hiding never-before-used apps• Swipe icon - Set custom swipe actions on appshortcuts or folders• More scroll effects - such as deletion, Accordion, and Launcher N+ - Nougat 7.0 / Oreo 8.0 / Pie 9.0 1.8.5 APK N+ Launcher is designed to be a simple and fast
launcher, including Android™ 7.0 Nougat Launcher Experience! N+ Launcher also retains ™ 6.0 marshmallow experience, and has many features. For Android™ N: Android™ 7.0 Nogtill Animation and Design. Android™ 7.0 Nougat Style Drawer, Vertical Style, Fast Scroll Bar A-Z. Android™ 7.0 Nougat Style for App
View. We've also added some new Pixel-inspired features™ Launcher. We'll add cooler features. Swipe up to access the access drawer. Android™ 7.1 style for app drawer. Android™ 7.1 style for home indicators. Features for Android™ Oreo 8.0: Added to Android™8.0 Folder Style. Added ™ 8.0 search bar style. We
will create additional features for Android™ O. Features for customization:setting up support for desktop, icon layout, size and color of app name and so on. Set up support for an app drawer. Set up support forFolder. Support Hide Apps. Features for customizing a launcher:supporting function icon editing. Support Icon
Pack function. SupportWallpaper and Widget support function. N+ Launcher is based on the latestAndroid™ 7.0 Nougat, support for Android™ 4.1+ devices. Android™ is a trademark of Google Inc. If you like N+ Launcher, please rate us and share N+Launcher to your friends, and you can also give us more offers. Thank
you! Installation and use of this product includes the collection and use of certain data by third parties, in accordance with the terms set forth in the following third-party privacy policy: . QuickShortcutMaker 2.4.0 APK This application can create an application shortcut from the list of activities installed on your phone. Even
if there are so many glitches installed, you can choose an activity seamlessly. You can also use QuickShortcutMaker to search the app you want to launch. If you want to use an app you don't use very often, you might not have shortcuts for it. Therefore, you may need to search for your app from a list of many apps. Even
if you know the name of the app, it's hard to find. In this situation, QuickShortcutMaker will help you find the app. That might come in handy. But please use it on yourself! You can make incisions to hidden setup screens that are usually inaccessible. Even if you encounter any problems using this application orshortcuts
generated by this application, I have no responsibility for it. Please make sure to use this app only on yourself. About Internet Access Permission: From version 2.0.1, to further improve your app, you'll be asked for a network access add-in so the app can send an incorrect detailed report to the developer. The app only
uses the network to send error reports. And when he calls, a confirmation message will be played, so please rest assured. For Cyanogenmod Launcher3 if you cannot create a shortcut, please try the following steps: 1.Long-Tap the home screen. 2. Tap Widgets. 3. Long tap activities which have the icon of
QuickShortcutMaker. 4. Drag it to an available place on the screen. 5. QuickShortcutMaker will be launched. 6.Select Edit it and tap Create. 7. A shortcut will be created on the home screen. Follow the updates Google+ Twitter Latest updates: (v2.4.0) - Italian and Arabic translations. – Optimized for AndroidPhone7
theme.- Different dialog user interface. – Fixed a bug because the shortcut for GooglePlay cannot be opened. - Additional function to ask you to rate thisapp. (Forgive me if you don't like something like this.) (v2.3.0) - Additional translation into many languages. (Français, Español, Português, Polski, es국어, ⼤⼤(简体), ⼤
⼤(繁體), Bahasa Indonesia) - additional support for some other issues. (Atom/Solo, etc.) -Added a few more improvements. (v2.2.0) - You can now run multiple items from the task list by pressing and holding the items. You can add a page to favorites or share. - Changed the text format in which to share the application
information. - Added the types of topics that can be selected icon (ADW/Nova/Apex/LauncherPro/GO/Holo).- Added the number of icons in the issues list. - Changed the UIof shortcut editing screen. - A translation of German has been added. - Added a lot of improvements. (v2.1.0) - Additional support for tablet devices. -
Another function for sharing app information as text. - Improved screen user interface. - I fixed some bugs. (v2.0.3) - Another function to open the app information screen from the edit shortcuts screen. (Android 2.3 or later only) - Fixed minor bug and user interface. (v2.0.2) - Fixed bugs that the app crashes when
searching in a particular situation. (v2.0.1) - Additional error report function to send detailed information when the app crashes or when you see the message load failed. - Reduced memory consumption so the models that have low memory don't crash. - Search results can be sorted by names. - Increased search speed.
– Fixed a bug on the setting icon.- Fixed a bug because the icon becomes smaller when you use the app ontablets. (v2.0.0) - Additional history and preferred features. – ImplementedAndroid 4.0 (ICS) UI style. - The activity list is now group by app. Fixed some bugs. L Launcher -Marshmallow Launch 2.87 APK L
Launcher, is a highly polished, highly original style launcher in grievance; Smooth, cool, and enriching features; Get you the best Android™ 6.0 marshmallow launcher experience! L Launcher save android update 6.0 experience marshmallow launcher, we added an Android M style drawer, allow it to menu indrawer if you
want. L launches main features:1. Based on Android Lollipop Launcher, support for Android 4.0+Devices2. Swipe right support for Google Now; Enable Google certification from all LLauncher screens (require Android 4.4+);3. A support icon theme, compatible with most icon sets4. Transparent status bar and navigation
bar (for Android4.4+devices and some supported devices, such as Galaxy S4, S5, S6, Galaxy Tab, etc. 5. Transparent status bar clone for Android 4.0-4.36. Side Bar, Could drag the sidebar anywhere7. Main contingency features: hide app, create folders, sort app, QuickA-Z bar8. Drawer styles: Horizontal, vertical,
vertical with category9. Many drawer desktop transition effect10. Many gestures and tributes to sergeant Dock11. Unread counts/knowledge for missed call, unread SMS, Gmail, and WhatsApp12. Icon size mode: Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large13. Live wallpapers: parallax effect, blur, many wallpapers14. Set up a
backup and restore launcher15. Import a layout from other launchers16. Android M Drawer Style Marshmallow17. Highly customizable, 100+ options, here are some main options:[Desktop Launcher:]+ Set operator desktop grid size + Set icon size, icon/color text size, hide text icon + lock desktop option + hide search
bar, status bar + infinite scrolling desktop; Wallpaper Scrolling + Theme and Icon Pack Support [Docking Station Launcher:]+ Multiple Docking Station Pages; Set number of docking station icons + docking station icon size+ Hide docking station [Drawer launcher:]+ Set up launcher drawer network; Set icon size, textsize
icon / color + drawer folder + transparent background [sidebar launcher:]+ Run from anywhere + Quick Toggle; Favorite apps, recent apps + have a torch, cleaner and other useful tools [Launcher Folder:]+ Max Rows and Columns + Background Folders; Folder Preview Style + Bulk Insert for FolderSprotegency: Please
refer to L-HelpFeedback Setting: llappteam@gmail.comAndroid is a trademark of Google Inc.❤ if you like L Launcher, Lollipop Launcher, please rate us and help distribute L Launcher;If you meet an error, please send us an email with detailed information, we will check and try to fix it as soon as possible, thanks to
CleanUI 2.0.2 APK CleanUI provides the best flat style systemUIs for your Android devices. It provides not only the home screen (dispatcher), but also the notification page, lock screen, control center, contact, and flat-style dialer. CleanUI contains no ads. You can disable certain components if this application is running
arrears on the Flat Style Flatroid.1 device* it brings clarity to the whole experience. Perfectimplementation UIs system (home screen, message page, screen lock, control center, contacts and dial) inflating style.2) home screen (LAUNCHER)* Dynamic clock and calendar icons, dynamic color of the titles and indicators
based on a shade of wallpaper.* Spotless widget support; You can get multiple widget pages (up to eight).* Manage full shortcuts.* Dozens of switches and options, which can help your app fit your Android device perfectly: use widget pages or not; View all widgets on one widget page; Show widget pages together with
icon pages or view widget pages separately.* Powerful icon layout customization, you can customize the icon size icon, icon layout (columns and rows), icon title size and title color.* Hide and/or lock icons.* Design icon alone; You can apply one formatting to a specific category of * Not just one icon.3 message element) *
You can select 4*N or 5*N widgets to display on the Today tab of the message page.* You can customize the status bar color for different applications.* You can choose three reminder styles for messages: None, Banner, or alert.* You can choose whether to view the notifications from an app on a lock screen or in
Icon.4) Lock screen component* Move to unlock it and the simple password allows you to experience the easy and secure lock screen.* You can quickly turn on the camera to capture the beautiful display without unlocking your devices.* Several customization options: You can customize the cloth name, text of a slide to
unlock, your operator's name. , lock/unlock/load sounds, wallpaper, and you can select a widget (4*1 or 5*1) to display on the lock screen.5) CONTROL CENTER COMPONENT* Quick control of system functions, Such as airplane mode, WiFi, wireless, Bluetooth, and so on.* Quick launch of frequently used apps, such
as flashlight, clock, calculator and camera.* Music player control and volume by setting up 4x1 or 5x1widget.6) contacts &amp; Dialer * Alphabetic contact list helps you find your contact easily.* Managing favorites helps you manage your frequent relationships.* Easily manage the call log booked by everyone and
missed.* A dial pad provides support for smart fit. GO Launcher - Free Themes &amp; HD Wallpapers APK GO Launcher – 2017 New TopicsArrival! A feature on a go launcher include:√ GO THEME: Provide 10000+ free mobile themes for Android√ Go Wallpaper: Update different types of HD wallpapers, Includes
beautiful, pet and great scenery from all over the world√ Transition effect: 20+ screen and drawer animation effects√ Widget: weather forecast widget, search widget, widget switches 2017 calendar widget√ APPs Management: Hide &amp; Lock APPs to protect phone security√ Der Clean: Speed up your phone you can
find launching them, icons, HD wallpapers &amp; inGO Launcher widget, and customize your home screen, menu and even lock screen interface with custom 3D.2017 app effects with 10000 mobile themesGO Launcher Z is a stylish and custom application for PhoneAndroid , which provides more than 10000 beautiful
mobile solutions for you. We have professional designers who create plenty of launcher themes with a variety of styles each week, including stars, anime, game, cartoon and so on. 3D Effects Screen,App Widgets &amp; Over 100000 Free HD Wallpapers are ready for you to customize your home screen, lock screen
menu. A cool launcher app of your mobile phone with a highly developed independent 3D engine, GO Launcher gives you a fast and very secure operational experience with simple, smooth and amazing tri-myth effects dedicated to being the world's best partner of users who use Android mobiles in their lives and work.
Do it hereby Tamar is A tool, which will help you design your own James with your own picture and symbol. GO Launcher will make your phone a more stylish and more personalized and personalized android. It's time to download go launcher Z and experience the best design of Android themes from Go Launcher! We
trust that you will find the themes of your favorite launcher for Android at GO Theme Store.GO Launcher deeply convinced that your support has driven development. You say amazing, we say thank you. The content of notifications will be displayed in certain scenes in our app. For more details,
golauncher@goforandroid.com Another sequel to Facebook: //www.gomo.com Fancy Switcher 3.1.1 APK This replacement is not like other pedestrian interchanges. Run your latest apps with one or two swipes, and enjoy luxurious animations and various treatment options - Playboard.me looking for a Switcher to fulfill
your needs ? Unlimited adjustment? Welcome to your new SwitcherFancy Switcher, rethinking your Task Manager experience. Thanks to Nessie Beeper, mix business with pleasure. Discover all your single and switcher.Style journey, customize and enjoy your replacement design as you wish.★ version:• 4 Styles:
Classic, Network, coverflow or Android L• Smart-Slider: Switch to the latest app or directly to Fancy Switcher, with swipe• App quick switching sidebar• Customize background• Beta functionality: Automatically start with Fancy Switcher instead of original app• Hide closed apps• Tri-modeling icon effect: Unlock all features•
Thumbnails: Size adjustment, orientation, Featured items, •Smart-Slider fully customizable• Unlimited number of apps shown• Transition effects (zoom, slide, open)• Close effects apps (trash, gravity)• Back up and restore your settings• Use your icon pack • Much more screw up yours. Want to be a beta tester? Go here:
The development on XDA: They say:Top 5 droidViews app replacement tasks that allows you to switch apps more imaginingally, displaying apppreviews on cards arranged along with eye-catching animations -addictive want to move quickly between running apps? Try FancySwitcher - this XDA looks amazing and
nothing can be used to completely replace the inventory switcher. Swish Swish Swish Swish - Playboard.me FancyKey Keyboard - Cool Fonts 4.7 APK FancyKey Keyboard is a free, custom keyboard for Android with cool fonts, 3200+ emoji, arts emojis, emoticons, custom themes, autocorrect input and prepredictions.
Download FancyKey Keyboard for free to find your chat ★★★★★ #1 iOS third-party keyboard, now available on Android! Millions of ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️ users , ★, maine features★✔ 3200+ emojis and emoticons and emojis 70+ funky fonts✔ advanced autocorrect &amp; auto offer engine✔ 50+ themes available
for selection✔ fully customizable keyboard wallpaper and layout✔ 50+ typing sounds✔ integrated emoji &amp; Expressive keyboard which is compatible across all popular apps✔ one tap to enter beautifully designed emoji creations✔ multiple typing effects✔ SWIPE input method✔ tablet for multiple quick copy and
paste✔ multiple emoji styles, Such as EmojiOne✔ 50+ different steps languages to customize your keyboard:• Take a photo or select a photo from your album or pre-loaded emoji images as a background.• Customize a key font and color.• Customize a typing effect.• Customize a smooth line and effect.• Customize
typing sound.• Customize multiple key tones to customize: white, Blackness, steel, wood and modern.• Customize a key shape , color, shadow, etc. Now you're ready to go with your cool custom keyboard. Other topics, fonts, emojis, emoticons, and exciting features will be ease with upcoming updates. Note: We do not
collect or use your private information as you type and do not collect the images you have defined as wallpapers. We only use the words you type by you to make predictions easier. Follow us  like to hear from you. Contact us  fancyKey@pinssible.comand to rate us today! Twitter: @FancyKeyFacebook:
@FancyKeySupported Languages:EnglishEnglish(GB)English(USA)Franc(Canada)Franc(France)Franc(Swiss)Espanyol(ES)Espanyol(MX)Espanyol(USA)Porto Also (BR)Português(PT)Русская ةيبرعلا DeutschItalianoHinglishिह दीHinglish-
Hindiத বাংলাગજુરાતીಕನಡമലയാളംਪੰਜਾਬੀ ودرا DanskNorskSvenskaSuomiNederlandsPolskiČeskýHrvatskiLatviešuRomânăSlovenščinaСрпскиTürkçeΕλληνική תירבע Tiếng ViệtMelayuIndonesia Chameleon국어 Chameleon - Change Wi-Fi MAC 1.0 APK Chameleon is an application from a chameleon suite of apps that
help users avoid eavesdre and data mining. This particular application allows you to change your MACaddress on your device with one click. This is beneficial in many scenarios and completes the ability of chameleon devices to remain undetected in networks for a long time. Main features :Simple interface real-time
changes Capability to create a new MAC on each reboot!!! Requires access to !!! Fully tested on chameleon devices and expected to work on MediaTek devices. Highly compatible with MediaTek 65XX devices. Samsung Zawgyi 1.0 Zawgyi APK Font for Samsung (No Root)How to use.****************1. Install the
Samsung Zawgyi font2. Set up &gt; View &gt; Font &gt; Tag Zawgyi Samsung3. If necessary, please turn off your device and start again4. Have fun!အသံုးျပဳနည္း။*******************၁။ Samsung ကို သြင္းပါ။၂။ גצה תרדגה   ArakFont ןונגס  ထဲဝင္ၿပီး Zawgyi גנוסמס . ပါဝါပိတ္ၿပီး םירחא ןופלט  יגתומ  רובע  דובעל  יושע  הז  ןפוג  םושיי  הרעה :

ןונגסב ךמתל  רשא   မဟုတ္ေသာဖုန္းႏွင့္ တက္ဘလက္မ်ားအတြက္လည္းအဆင္ေျပႏိုင္.
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